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WHOOPS!

whoops!
After a tragic mishap, what can be done and who can be entrusted to
rescue and revive a cherished white shirt, blazer or pantaloon? The
world would be a sorry place indeed without its dry-cleaners.
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Fashion is a beautiful thing – an
artistic medium, even, in the case of
bespoke and couture. But merely
by functioning the way it’s intended,
coming into close contact with the
human body and performing in all
walks of life, clothing attracts the kind
of agonising damage that wall-bound
paintings and romantic poetry evade –
namely STAINS. As long as there is
grass, wine or barbecue sauce, there
will be the need to wash clothing.
And while no one can begrudge the
heartbroken for trying, DIY attempts
at stain removal tend to lead to yet
more agony, turning small scares into
unmitigated DISASTERS.

Quick fixes involving foods or beverages as antidotes are the most commonly applied old wives’ tales. The
idea that milk can somehow remove
blood, for example? Totally wrong.
Lemon juice for rust? Useless. In fact,
lemon juice can cause oxidation and
discolouration over time. The fail-safe
recipe for salvation isn’t commonly
found in the kitchen drawer. Off one
goes to the professional dry-cleaner.
The term itself is something of a misnomer. Dry-cleaning is not, as one
might imagine, a dry process at all.
LIQUIDS ARE USED, and they are
used in abundance. The dryness of
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the phrase comes from the absence of
water. Indeed, water and detergent can
go a long way in destaining fabric, as
those who use the ever-popular washing machine can attest, but all too
often the result is a SHRUNKEN,
FADED AND WRINKLED MESS –
especially when heat enters the equation. And, as cautious and caring as it
may feel, hand-washing is no substitute for professional help: a soak in
the hand basin can be just as harsh as
a toss in the washer. Devotees of
the sparkling mineral water method
of stain removal will be irked to learn
that there is no magic to be found
in those bubbles; it’s still just water.

Catastrophic

Blue ballpoint ink on a white
cotton oxford shirt.
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Dirty

Ick y

Grass and soil on a pair of white
denim jeans.

Chewing gum on a pair of
black denim LEVI’s.
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Nasty

Parrot poop on dark-blue
denim jeans.
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While dry-cleaning is an unquestionably modern kind of miracle, it has
been in development for quite some
time. The ruins of Pompeii indicate
the existence of fullones: cleaners who
used a malleable type of clay known
as fuller’s earth to absorb stains from
clothing too delicate for a watery
dip. Their Roman neighbours, meanwhile, were extracting ammonia from
ANIMAL URINE to treat spots.
Judging from the dearth of historical record until the Age of Enlightenment, post-classical and medieval men
apparently walked around in severely
stained clothes. Then, suddenly, in
1690 came the first known reference
to the use of turpentine, a resin made
from pine, for stripping varnish
and grease from fabrics. A few decades would pass before its use became
widespread, primarily among the
French. They even coined a term for
the people who used it: teinturierdegraisseur (dyer-degreaser), or
degraisseur for short.
As with so many GROUNDBREAKING scientific discoveries, the
modern history of dry-cleaning began
with a happy accident. In the 1840s,
the housemaid of the French textile
maker JEAN-BAPTISTE JOLLY accidentally tipped his kerosene lamp onto
a tablecloth. JOLLY noticed that the
soaked part of the linen was unusually
white. And so, with entrepreneurial
gusto, he turned the revelation into a
boon for business, establishing TEINTURERIE JOLLY-BELIN, the world’s
first dry-cleaning shop, in Paris. His
petroleum-based discovery, which
came to be known as “French cleaning”, spread like fire across Europe
and the world. LITERALLY. Constant
flare-ups in early dry-cleaning plants
made it clear that drenching clothes in
flammable liquid was not ideal.
On the other side of the Atlantic,
the dry-cleaner WILLIAM JOSEPH
STODDARD was the first to develop
a successful non-petroleum solvent,
perchloroethylene (or perc), in the
1920s. Still the primary solvent used
by the vast majority of dry-cleaners
today, perc is the very essence of drycleaning as we know it. In fact, its

prevalence means that there’s very little, in terms of core process at least,
to distinguish one high-street cleaner
from the next. Some cleaners do their
work on the premises; some just seem
to exist as a front for other, shadier
business. Some do a better job than
others at ironing and packing up the
clean results. The trick, if there is one,
is to find a corner shop that works,
and to stick with it.
Once past the threshold of a neighbourhood dry-cleaning facility, one
typically finds a bank of machines
that are remarkably similar, both in
appearance and in function, to the
domestic washer-dryer.
As with a FASTIDIOUS home
wash, colours are sorted beforehand.
The difference is that, in place of
water and detergent, chemical solvents
are used to dissolve the stains that
blight our daily lives. Pockets are first
checked for loose objects. Such is the
strength of the chemicals in the solvent bath that a rogue plastic pen can
dissolve completely, ruining an entire
precious cargo.
The garments go in loads up to
40kg into the tumbler, where they’ll
spend around ten minutes in perc, or
a bit longer in more modern but slower,
and less polluting, solvents such as
hydrocarbon, glycol ethers or liquid
silicon. Knowing which solvents to use
is a matter of experience, or scrutiny
of the hieroglyphics on the care label.
Just a circle means a garment can
be dry-cleaned, while a P in the circle
means perc is preferred. An F means
no perc allowed; an A denotes all
solvents are suitable. A horizontal line
under the circle means that tenderness
is required during the process. A cross
through the circle means, of course,
NO DRY-CLEANING AT ALL.
For the very finest garments, however,
it may be advisable to seek out the
services of one of a cabal of elite
cleaners, whose expertise stretches
beyond convention (and with rates to
match). In New York City, for example, there’s the lauded “couture
cleaner” MADAME PAULETTE.
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MADAME’s public face is a calm,
elegant storefront space at 1255 Second Avenue on Manhattan’s manicured Upper East Side. There are
grandiose photographs that shout of
celebrity patronage of the highest
order. DAVID LETTERMAN, BARBARA WALTERS, ANDRE LEON
TALLEY and even the mononymous
English pop singer STING have all
been customers here.
Just across the East River, deep
among the warehouses of the less salubrious Long Island City (not so much
a city as a corner of Queens wedged
between Manhattan and Brooklyn),
sits MADAME PAULETTE’s cleaning
facility. Inside this vast half-block
space hang beloved items with the
great fortune of belonging to informed
and caring owners for whom money
is no object. The place is PACKED to
the rafters with custom three-piece
suits, wedding dresses old and new,
antique tapestries, and even VERSACE chairs whose baroque upholstery has been painstakingly brought
back from the soiled brink.
“We get the nightmare stories,” says
JOHN MAHDESSIAN, third-generation president of this family business
that’s now in its fifth decade, as he
walks around the warehouse, which is
staffed with a crack team of 40 or so
stain removers and restorers. A stout,
fast-tawking Queens native of Armenian descent, MAHDESSIAN comes
across a bit like TONY SOPRANO,
but he speaks the rarefied language
of couturiers. “Someone buys his first
BRIONI suit or her first CHANEL
couture gown, or someone inherits
something priceless, and it gets damaged,” he explains, barely audible over
the whirs and purrs of the machines
all around, gentle giants working in
tandem with countless hands. “All of
a sudden we’re tasked with cleaning
and restoring the most impossible garments in the world.”
On this particular day at MADAME PAULETTE, a ZEGNA suit has
been cured of an ailment too hideous
to mention, a DIOR white fur jacket
has been exorcised of an unholy spot,
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and a tattered vintage varsity jacket
with cracked leather sleeves is being
prepped for some strategic repainting.
Yes, painting. MADAME has an artist
on hand, a mixologist – of colours, not
spirits – who airbrushes non-fabrics
for perfect colour-correcting.
When MADAME PAULETTE
(named after MAHDESSIAN’s greataunt, a French woman who in the
1950s opened a couture house in New
York City but whose wares could never
be cleaned to her liking) first receives
an article of clothing, it is immediately
examined with triage-like URGENCY
and assigned a chart that records any
damage with minute precision. The
garment then passes from artisan to
artisan, some of whom have been with
the company for decades, each applying his or her particular expertise.
Buttons are removed – if they’re good
buttons, made of mother-of-pearl for
example, they’re prone to chipping
during cleaning – and the various
trimmings are detached and cleaned
separately. There may also be a
need for reverse dyeing (after a client
has dyed an item of clothing and
then thought better of it), reweaving,
or replacement. A man’s collar that
has been DEFLOWERED with lipstick, for example, or afflicted with
a hefty tidemark, will be replaced
altogether.
The more fragile pieces head to
the spotting board, where each stain
is addressed with individual care.
I count at least two dozen different solvents in clear squirt bottles, ready
for deployment. Which are used, and
how, depends on the nature of the
stain. “We go through the item thread
by thread to eradicate every spot,
whether it’s dye, rust, perspiration
under the arms, blood on the collar, or
soy sauce on the lapel,” says MAHDESSIAN. Even tough blemishes, like
red wine on cashmere or ink on suede,
are no match for the team of experts
and the tools at their disposal. “Let’s
say we get a cashmere LORO PIANA
jacket. We’re going to use a cleaning
method that keeps the cashmere super
soft. But let’s say it’s a KITON linen
suit that has a perspiration stain.

Linen is a material that you can wetclean with water, plus other agents, but
of course you want it to look nice and
crisp, not limp, so it needs extra
conditioning.”
The spectrum of stains is infinite in
its diversity but, according to another
MADAME PAULETTE expert I speak
to, the most egregious of them all is
“SCOTCH-INFUSED VOMIT”, a particularly foul blend because it comprises both earth- and protein-based
components. Both, if left unattended
for a day or more, would become oxidised and especially STUBBORN.
Surprisingly, grease and oils are much
less difficult to coax out of fabric, as
in their case, time doesn’t have a compounding effect. Regardless, every
stain, whether oxidised or not, has a
corresponding solvent – or “potion”,
to use the mystical parlance favoured
by MAHDESSIAN. Better still, he
says that new-generation solvents,
some of them concocted in MADAME
PAULETTE’s own laboratory, are a
hundred per cent natural, organic and/
or chemical-free. Their ingredients,
however, are proprietary, and must
remain a trade secret.
MAHDESSIAN is a gifted raconteur
and appears to love regaling visitors
with daring tales of rescue – what he
terms the “OH-MY-GOD situations”.
One time the hip-hop artist JAY-Z was
having a concert at Carnegie Hall:
“At one o’clock in the afternoon we got
a frantic phone call. A voice said,
‘Oh my god, you need to pick up this
white tuxedo in terrible condition and
have it delivered backstage by seven
o’clock.’ There he was at a quarter to
seven, ready to go on and looking
spotless, his tuxedo and bow tie in
pristine condition.”
Another time, the world almost
came CRASHING DOWN around
that most exacting of Italian designers,
VALENTINO GARAVANI – albeit
unbeknownst to the man himself. “His
new collection was supposed to go in
the store window, but it got water
damage from a broken pipe in storage.
The windows were literally bare and
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VALENTINO himself was coming to
town. So we pulled two all-nighters
and made everything like new. I don’t
think he was ever the wiser.”
While MADAME PAULETTE’s
raison d’être is dry-cleaning, at its best
the store also participates in the preservation of history. MAHDESSIAN
touts its restoration of PRINCESS
DIANA’s gowns for a museum tour
after her death, and MADAME PAULETTE regularly services the annual
Costume Institute exhibits at the Metropolitan Museum. Sporting heritage
can also benefit, as it did on when
superstar athlete JOE DiMAGGIO’s
original baseball jersey was found in a
basement, riddled with unspeakable
mildew. “SOTHEBY’S said in that
condition they could maybe get 50
thousand bucks at auction. We
restored it and they got $350,000.”
This goes to show that the services
of an elite dry-cleaner can pay off,
even if it comes at a price. Five times
the price, in fact: for standard twopiece suit cleaning, MADAME
PAULETTE commands $60, where
a random dry-cleaner on Pacific Street
in Brooklyn charges $11.95. (A silk
bow tie gets a good working over at
MADAME PAULETTE for around
$20.) But what price presentation?
MADAME PAULETTE returns garments swishing from a black, solid oak
hanger with shoulder dust cover,
in a black custom garment bag branded with the company’s lush gold logo.
Shirts are returned neatly folded in
branded boxes. Understandable then,
that some people use their dry-cleaner
simply for the exciting packaging,
and the thrilling feeling of wearing
something good as new.

(Ends)

Unfortunate

Red Bourgogne on a white
cotton dress shirt.

